
Terry Kalka 
 
Saturday, September 2, 2000 
 
1:45 PM 
Lebanon, PA 
Lebanon Baptist Camp  
Clayton Hall  
I am at Guitar Craft.  
Stef and I got up at 6:30 – Breakfast at Denny’s at 8:00. She left at 9.  
I was a little excited and hurried. But I made it out. I think I’ve got everything.  
Karma Pt. 7 to listen to – Kornfield talks about sitting and being present.  
Karl and Rick are here. Rick is journalizing and Karl is changing strings. Perhaps I should, too.  
Saw 2 guitarists on my way in and got very excited.  
Got my personal space set up – a nice luxury, compared to the NST Weekend. Someone has already set the couches 
up in a square in the main room. My bed is in a corner, which I hope will be better than last time.  
Excited, tired, hoping not to overdo anything.  
My public aim is to be open. A privately held aim is to have compassion in my heart.  
My dream this morning: It annoyed me, but I don’t remember the circumstances. I was just annoyed. The alarm 
woke me up and Stef noticed I was troubled.  
I just may end up reading Plexus for awhile.  
 
2:25 PM  
I’m in safe, Stef’s in safe.  
I went for a walk: the buildings are Clayton, Fairmount, Roberson, Martin. Passed RF 3 times. Left him alone. He 
looks very flushed and is coughing. Talked to Mark B., Mike B. and others. On the way I stopped at the lake. I 
breathed, enjoyed the view and felt myself as part of the universe. I saw a foil balloon at the edge and turned away in 
disgust.  
I turned back and knelt at the edge of the lake, grabbed a piece of wood and pulled the balloon out. I also grabbed a 
broken frisbee. I threw them away.  

Here’s why:  
Public Aim: Open  
Private Aim: Compassion  
Theme: Personal Space  

 
5:10 PM  
I was here for less than 4 hours when somebody asked for THE THING.  
Very hungry and tense. The agenda: 
 
18:15 Sitting (for all who wish) 
 
19:00 Dinner 
 
c. 20:45 Inaugural Level 1  
A good story: Michael T. couldn’t come – he’s a had a hard time, lately. As a treat, last night he was charged with 
taking Robert, Frank and Bill R. out for food.  
Meeting up w/folks from NST – because I’m a greeter and because I act with authority, people are surprised I’m L1. 
I keep getting asked questions. I get to the point where I get say, “You now know everything I know.”  
Someone just pulled up in my Dad’s old car – the big Cadillac. For a minute I thought, “My parents are here! What 
the hell?”  
I’m glad for the 6:15 sitting. It’ll allow me to make up for the one I missed this morning.  
Practicing compassion.  
Until 18:15 I’m too hungry, tired and tense to concentrate.  



It was great to sit and watch Sandra work w/L2 today.  
Reading: I brought Plexus – a lot of guys brought non-fiction. RF tends to attract intellectual types, to the reading is 
a lot of philospophy and analysis.  
 
8:23 PM  
Evidence that I’m here at the right time – the sitting was exactly what I needed.  
Dinner – delicious spicy Indian.  
RF made announcements: “There may be some of you who are asking yourselves, ‘What am I doing here?’,” etc.  

1. No drugs; coffee, tea (Earl Grey) are allowed  
2. Refunds available  
3. You may participate in the life of the course, and not passively (cleaning team).  

I volunteered for cleanup – wiped tables, swept.  
 
10:45 PM  

“Enjoy this moment, boys, it may the last ounce of sleep you get.”  
-R. Mascarini  

We sat in an attempted circle. RF came in: “Too far away!”  
We attempted 2 more configurations. He sat and waited for the right moment to present itself.  
We introduced ourselves – L1, L2+, etc. The Alexander Technique instructors did not speak.  
I went first: “My name is Terry Kalka. I am from Rahway, NJ. What brought me here was an interest in Guitar Craft 
that began a little more than seven years ago. My aim for the course is to be open.” 
RF: “Seven Years? A real burning need.” 
TK: “Now’s the time.” 
Later, TK: “The need didn’t start to burn until about a year ago.” 
RF: “Good.”  
RF's commentary after some of the declarations is pretty funny.  
Met Pat Leavitt. “The Pat Leavitt.” I complimented her singing.  
RF promised someone would irritate me. Somebody has already begun. Talky, impatient, eager to make sure 
everyone knows them. It’ll pass, I think.  
Open/Compassionate heart helped me accept others at the intro.  
We have Doing Nothing at 7 AM. “Do Nothing as much as you can.”  
Rieflin rang the bell every hour. RF insisted that it be rung tomorrow ½ hour before sitting. A L1 took it.  
“When we see a need, we are halfway to meeting it, because we’ve already seen it.”  
 
Sunday, September 3, 2000 
 
6: 57 AM  
Slept well in quality, if not in quantity.  
“Compassion” is not the same as “feeling sorry for someone.” If anything, it’s closer to Empathy. Think of 
“community” and “passion”.  
 
9:28 AM 
Today's Plan: 
9:45 – Level 1 w/RF 
11:00 – Level 1 w/CG 
12:30 – Rhythm w/BR 
1:00 – Lunch 
2:00 – Alexander 
2:40 – Sandra 
4:00 – Tea 
4:30 – Silence  
 
2:50 PM  
RF: “So Far, So Good.”  



Circle Issues: Left hand, Primaries. CG: 1st Primary.  
Rieflin: 5/4, 3/4 – Terry needs to relax – general consensus. Good meeting w/Rieflin.  
Lunch – Hellboys, observations, jokes.  
Techinical point: It is possible to hold 2 seemingly diametrically opposed impluses.  
Practice – left hand.  
Sandra: Bend from hips - “Move your eyes.”  
 
8:33 PM  
In a foul mood.  
What happened? Alexander was wonderful. At 6 PM I felt great. At 6:01 I was downed by my inability to hear the 
interval in the bell. I decided I hear m7. I presented this as an observation during dinner and was shot down by Pat - 
"I have perfect pitch if you want to discuss it," he said. That irritated me.  
People keep asking me lots of questions. This is usually OK, but I really have no more authority here than any L1. 
My new discussion: 
“Terry?” 
“I don’t know.”  
Right now I feel insignificant. I shouldn’t be here. This is isn’t what I wanted. It was until 6:15 PM. Then I hurt. 
Then people kept talking.  
I was torn: The meal time discussions are educational. Yet I wish people would shut up.  
I want resolution. I am in the pit of L1.  
Yet I pulled out the guitar and I feel better.  
Solutions: trust and let go.  
Play yer guitar. That’s why I’m here.  
 
Monday, September 4, 2000 
 
6:57 AM 
Clayton  
Big points from RF yesterday: There are always repercussions from our actions, although we don’t necessarily know 
where and when they will appear.  
An impulse may very easily be thrown off-course, sometimes very quickly . . . unless we are attentive and work 
together as one.  
A tough night emotionally. More on that later.  
After dinner we formed 2 Circles. L2 on the inner, L1 on the outer. L1 was outer “only because there are more of 
you. There’s nothing special about being on the ‘Inner Circle of Guitar Craft!’”  
Various circulations are attempted – dual, contrary, skipping people.  
THRAKKING. 1st 5 vs. 11. It was tough for me to keep a pulse and hear the other side. We fell apart. RF made it 
harder. “When faced with difficulty, increase the level of difficulty, don’t make it easier. Nothing will happen that 
way.”  
So 11, 5, 6. RF didn’t make it easy for us but we eventually got up and running. He turned the lights our and left. 
Curt and Fernie soon followed. Most people didn’t know for awhile. A wild experience that I’m still trying to digest. 
First, darkness – then red from the exit lights and stark white from the outside lights. RF’s shadow on the other side 
of the room. Then he put on his shoes and quickly left the building.  
One Crafty figures we went for one hour, 40 minutes. “45 minutes too long.” He’s critical but he’s missing the 
elation of discovery. Newness. We went on and on. The THRAKKING carried on its own momentum for awhile. I 
could lay out and it would continue. I could join in later. It was a new experience. Like a ritual, or a long raga. I 
don’t quite have words.  
Eventually we disintegrated. I was tired and drained, but Rick, Leslie, Karl, Elizabeth, Shawn and I worked out 
Judge Judy basslines.  
A quick walk – I looked forward to personal practice time. Instead, I ended up joining some L2s for “Eye of the 
Needle” and – holy shit – I’m going to play it at breakfast this morning.  
Then I spent a long time teaching the bass part to two others, and the structure to one other.  
I’m barely hanging on, myself. I am constantly being asked by genuine people for help, advice, or simply “what’s 
going on?” It’s difficult to maintain my innocence. It’s very difficult to meet my personal needs. How do I balance 
these?  



Off to practice sitting, standing and left hand guitar work. I probably won’t play the guitar, but I will bring my hand 
up.  
Later: 
Walked, sat. Sitting in chair not bad.  
Pat Leavitt joined us for “Eye.” Beautiful. I nearly wept later.  
Had helpful discussions with RF and JB regarding balance.  
 
Tuesday, September 5, 2000 
 
1:27 AM  
I join several journalizers, diarists, visorists and datebook keepers.  
Sunday morning was restless in L1 land. Monday morning – I was up w/my alarm at 6. No one else moved. I open 
my drawer, which squeaks horribly, and everyone stirs.  
Onward: Lunchtime performances by the Hellboys and others. I consider the question of balance. I do a little 
personal practice – meet w/Rick and Karl to look at new repertoire.  
Off to Frank who recommends Alexander sessions on the table. I was disappointed, but during class he fixed my 
back in a major way.  
Class: Sandra led, walking, awareness, etc. Frank also recommends I lie down. So I do.  
RF meets w/L1. We cannot circulate:  

1. To the left, alternating chairs in downbeats;  
2. To the right , alternating chairs in upbeats  

RF doesn’t know what else to do so he leaves it to us.  
Short Story: I give a lot of commands, we talk over each other, argue, irritate each other. 3 people leave. We get it 
done, but I’m not happy.  
 
Dinner – I sit w/a friend and we exchange snide commentary. A guilty pleasure. Seth (Dr. Who) tells me repeatedly 
how much he liked it when I said “I promise to shut up for 10 minutes.” His conclusion was that when I shut up, we 
succeeded. I would like to think that I was setting an example, but who knows?  
RF: in a real group, some people contribute by getting out of the way. Very Important.  
I’m annoyed. I apologized in public to those who I treated w/o courtesy. I learn of several historic L1 irritations.  
Someone said that we should have more sessions w/o RF. He took us up on it.  
Some people were worried by this. I had hope, but was annoyed.  
Absolutely beautiful L1 meeting.  
My aim: necessary talking. I did take the initiative to tune the group, then I got out of the way.  
Rick Mascarini did direction. He did great. We all did great. For the 2nd time today I wept. I’m as emotional as a 
13-year-old. More present today. Curt joined us at 10:30. Good circulation, walking, clapping. I miss Tony G.  
I kept my attempts at necessary talking and quiet: not bad.  
Everyone left Fairmount. I played “Estampie” and “After Lebanon.” Down to the kitchen, signed up for RF meeting. 
Talked w/Ralph and Scott: their advice: Check the message board regularly.  
 
2:15 PM  
Cold today. Began by improving in the morning. Couldn’t connect during sitting.  
Good talk w/Victor: it’s sometimes natural to not have a center. Sometimes it’s important to have a defense 
mechanism.  
Fernando – gravity for right hand.  
But, as I told Victor, my aim is to be open. I feel like I’m being opened. It’s very emotional.  
Just now barely getting back to primaries with semi-decent technique. Meeting RF in 45 minutes or less. What will I 
do?  
Stripping away layers of expectation.  
 
Wednesday, September 6, 2000  
 
Early AM  
RF worked on my right hand. All the things I didn’t want to be true are. Good – he was mobile, helpful, thanked me 
and I treated him well.  
Projecting on RF – my lesson vs. Rick’s.  



Good, simple group rhythm work w/Vic. Lie down Alexander. I started to sleep, startled myself awake and stayed 
awake.  
RF w/us – unsuccessful circulation – hanging himself, jumping around, Rick got his $’s worth.  
Tons of Hellboy Action.  
Silence arrived tonight.  
The 1st time I felt life in my hands.  
The 3rd time I felt energy in my head push me around and spiral me straight up. I sat straight up and stared ahead.  
The sensation of my head is still with me.  
Lots of discussion. I mentioned my hands and RF said, “Good observation.”  
Silence – we aren’t constructed to be able to know where it comes from. It sounds above us, but we resonate lower. 
A “mundane” example (RF) – energy in the hands.  
Powerful – downloading gifts. Do we deserve it? No. But we get gifts.  
This is not metaphor. This is real.  
L2 gets their performance challenge. Poor folks.  
L1 – we get to circulate in various directions, 5s and 7s in 3rds. RF leaves us in Vic, Curt, Bill and Ferny’s hands.  
“Help is available. What an investment.”  
My aim: to do only what is necessary. This helps because I am tired. RF hates how much unnecessary talking he has 
to do outside of Guitar Craft. A key point.  
We did OK. A lot of us are very unforgiving. I am consciously trying – smiling, sending good wishes and thoughts 
and letting me.  
Course Loony – Relentless in teir questions, ill concern for others and demands of others.  
Sandra said my head sense – is my energy.  
So it’s late. Folks are tired. Some wanna leave. No problem.  
I’m seeing too much of myself in these guys. The NJGC was very kind to let me in when they did.  
We did OK, and some people wanna go. The rest want to talk to death. I think about my aim. I think about my back. 
I lay down.  
“It is not necessary for me to be here.” RF’s voice (sound) in my head.  
I left, but I left a gift – Don, Rick and I put away the chairs but left one for each of the 12 remaining circulators.  
RF’s no dummy. he’s teaching how to talk yourself into a trap. He’s teaching how to find where you are.  
I hope to find myself in bed in 5 minutes.  
 
6:59 AM  
Dream: We are in 2 concentric circles. Rick is there. There’s an issue under discussion. RF provides insight.  
Woke – guy across and up said “Uh! Uhuhuh! Grrrr!”  
 
5:35 PM  
An aim! An aim! My kingdom for an aim!  
7:00 – Lie down 
7:30 – Sitting 
8:00 – Breakfast. I cleaned up; renewing my desire to participate. 
10:00 – We couldn’t circulate. RF left 
44 people are in a position to act as a group. We can’t.  
Work w/Leslie, Rick, Don, Glenn.  
Meeting w/RF. 4 hours a day for 3 months.  
No aim! L1 is supporting L2.  
I’m everywhere. Leslie/Left Foot.  
 
Thursday, September 7, 2000 
 
7:12 AM  
Together and more real this morning.  

1. Everyone has something to say.  
2. Everyone wants to work together.  

A moment of sanity. Rick M. and I played at 5 PM – Why can’t all guitar work be this easy?  
Curt volunteers to do guided practice  
Dinner at 7:30 – hooray Level 1!  



L2 – good performances – practicalities w/RF – “Some of you will not come back to the same place you are – for 
some of you your course ends tonight.”  
L1 (including me) cleans kitchen.  
Left Foot v. important. Nearly got killed in there. Thanks, Sean.  
Meeting w/ RF – guided sitting. GC is RF’s work. Clarity, courage, capacity.  
Energized: who will play guitar w/me? Almost nobody wanted to join me. Ended up w/Rick, Leslie, Karl, J. Brainin 
and Joe.  
I tried Estampie last night but I was too, too tired – Cut my hand and I don’t know how. To bed.  
Today – open, but collected.  
7 year commitment?  
 
2:45 PM  
Good – Thumb  
Tony to hospital. Poor JB.  
 
Friday, September 8, 2000 
 
c.1:45 AM  
Completion.  
Don’t tell my wife I don’t know C Major for shit.  
NJGC w/RF: 
What is our aim? 
Who are we? 
A circle – a piece of work 
Can people come to us? 
A taste of GC 
Hatching of L2 performance  
RF: Yo!  
Tea: high hilarity w/RF’s tooth  
Presentation of exercises – RF unpleased. 5 minute call to Stef.  
Final meeting – observations.  
We went to L2 – Adventures in International Guitar. I came back. Head to Left Foot. Sat w/Leslie, Elizabeth, Curt, 
RF, the Brainins.  
Outside world concerns.  
Back from L2 – a piece of work moving the kitchen. Finish for some, conclusion for others, completion for more.  
Tonight I put it in the bank.  
 
6:55 AM  
Deliriously tired when I first woke up.  
I’ve been searching for my left foot since then.  
Last night during THRAK, RF called his sister.  
Very afraid this morning that I lost GC. Well, this is where I am. Hopefully we can begin again.  
 
10:50 PM  
7:30 – Sitting 
8:00 – Breakfast  
Rick and I helped clean up and got sucked into the kitchen team. Ended up making lunch w/John. Left foot, pausing 
at 12. Good Squird.  
So I was in the kitchen from 9:30 until 3:00.  
20 minute nap – resting and vibing –off to L2?  
Boy am I sorry. This is intense, hard work. All the stories are true.  
Circulated C minor 4:30-6:30. Failed. 9:15 –10:00 (?) Success. I played the final note.  
Energy directed to right hand/the bank.  
C Major circulation. Couldn’t do it. RF left and we pulled it off. Again we did well when he left.  
Help is available. Staff sits and watches L2 go to work.  
Silence poked its head in the door during lunch prep today (Last night- a flood from my feet).  



Watched RF sit down.  
Called Stef. We’ve been apart for almost a week. Today I really miss her.  
Energy shift when L1parts.  
RF is very precise. Intentional.  
Early to bed. Must make breakfast tomorrow.  
 
Saturday, September 9, 2000 
 
5:50 AM – Up 
 
6:35 AM – Breakfast – 5 minutes late.  
Exhausted – back trouble  
I was “awake” for four hours before I came alive.  
I was despondent – I missed Stef – I’ve left the course.  
Good talk with Curt to bring me back to earth.  
I've had the sense of a lot of torches being passed on this course.  
RF bitched about right hands this morning.  
Frank Sheldon: My aim should be 15 minutes. Rest the back and then SLOWLY come to sit. Rebuild/retrain the 
reflexive muscles. Moving slowly helps keep habit from creeping in.  
Moving/living with attention.  
Moving this morning – slowly but calmly. Not perfect – interrupted Sandra.  
Was gonna nap, but it can wait. CG’s one-line pep talk was valuable.  
Energy in head does come back.  
I was not present during cooking. I tried left foot, reminders from P. Leavitt’s talks, nothing worked. Then I thought 
about who I was cooking for. That helped.  
Practice Program (in a perfect world): 
15 minutes w/guitar – 2nd primary 
15 minute lie down 
repeat w/1st primary, etc. 
4 hours a day for 3 months. However long 4 hours is and however long 3 months is.  
 
2:05 PM  
P. Leavitt sang a vocalese song about planting a seed – asking (God) for help, receiving help, acknowledging help. It 
cleared the way for Silence. Silence was not as ominous this time. It massaged my face and head.  
The bikers make it hard to be silent.  
Pat’s song also made a very clear connection with GC music.  
Talked w/bikers: is it praise music?  
Pat’s (White, not Leavitt) bell: changes with the temperature.  
Silence. Stillness. Courtesy. Intention.  
 
Sunday, September 10, 2000 
 
12:15 AM  
RF declared Level 2 completed circa 10:17  
13.00 – Lunch 
14.00 – Nap – very important 
15.00 – Alexander class w/ Lie Down. Frank discussed learning, etc. 
16.00 – Tea 
16.30 – Leavitt Independent Productions – Rick and I guitar 
19.00 – Dinner 
Confusion. RF leaves tomorrow at 6 AM. He wants Frank to close the course tomorrow. Frank doesn’t know 
anything about it. Frank’s leaving at 10 AM. So the final meeting is now tonight.  
A failed attempt to pass the torch? It brought to mind Patrick Smith’s experience in sitting – Frank vs. RF  
Emotions, stories, tears, good-bye.  
Waved at RF.  
RF 1sts – not sitting; Dr. Who, Ayn Rand, Victor Hugo  



Waved bye-bye. Said farewell to some folks.  
Yesterday: I completed Level One. I saw where I am. Something has begun.  
Good chat w/Rick.  
Wow.  
 
8:10 AM  
Weeping on the road to Fairmount. She loves me.  
 
 


